I.  Call to Order
   a.  Roll Call
      i.  Absent: Alysa Buckler, Regina Bryant, Brandon Ptasznik, & Antonio De Pinho
   b.  Approval of Minutes
      i.  Motion- Maytal Sarafian
      ii. Second- Alexander Ballard
      iii. Unanimous
   c.  Approval of Agenda
      i.  Motion- Alexander Ballard
      ii. Second- Saba Amid
      iii. Unanimous
   d.  Address Guests
II.  Old Business
   a.  CEER Yearbook
      i.  Mitchell Rosenberg: We talked about the yearbook during the last meeting and we should discuss the future of the yearbook. In the past year, they have cut back on production and they used to be included in the bags that graduating seniors receive during commencement. However, now they have decided to leave them out of the bag due to the fact that they keep being left behind by seniors because the bag has become too heavy. Now there will be separate pick up location. Hundreds of copies of yearbooks are left in boxes as well. There are also only four people who create and produce the yearbook. So, I think it’s important to figure out the future of the yearbook and whether to make it digital or not be existent at all.
      ii.  Sarah Tabsh: For greater context, seniors currently pay $20 to have their headshots taken and be included in the yearbook. They really push for parents to get a yearbook and pay to include photos or buy a page of the yearbook. I got these three 2014 yearbooks out of full boxes in the basement. I know Brittni has spent a big chunk of her time clearing out all the yearbooks out of the basement over the past year.
      iii. Brittni Gutierrez: Last year, UPB and SGA got together to clean up the basement and this was before the renovations of AF 303. Those boxes were already down there and we had about maybe 50-70 boxes all full and unopened from years past. We had no choice but to throw them all away in the recycling bin or the trash. I did contact Senior Legacy, Commencement, and the Library Reserves to see if they wanted some copies. We did give the very old copies to the library and they were happy to take them. Senior Legacy took a few as well. But, a majority of them had to be thrown out. Since then, we have not allowed any more yearbooks to be stored in the basement.
      iv.  Mitchell Rosenberg: We are not looking at a final answer today but their contract will be signed again in June so we should talk about it to continue for another year or not. I think there needs to be a middle ground of what we choose to do. We are meeting with Colleen Wood.
v. Alexander Ballard: I do think that we should put our resources somewhere else and I think the funds would be better used in other parts of our budget. Maybe if we did a system where people opt in to pick them up, then we only make a certain amount of copies, but I’m not sure if that would help in the long run.

vi. Maytal Sarafian: I still see a reason why people do want the yearbook and want to hold onto it for years to come.

vii. Saba Amid: Maybe we should use this years numbers to see how many actually pick them up and then use that to project the future.

III. Committee Reports

a. University and Academic Affairs Committee

i. Courtney Wong: Preparing for Succulent & Sustainability for Earth Week event on Monday (11AM-1PM)

ii. Alyssa Nowlen: Health Prevention and Education Week is next week. Still working about making textbooks more accessible to Schmid students

iii. Saba Amid: Meeting with Director of the Cross Cultural Center next week to discuss a commuter refrigerator and making the CCC a space for commuters. Emailed Director of Residence Life to talk about SGA and Residence Life collaboration

iv. Ansley Wong: Researching details for the Dead Week proposal

b. Diversity Affairs Committee

i. Brandon Ptasznik: Is still waiting to hear back from Dodge regarding the Dodge Diversity Panel.

ii. Regina Bryant: has received 14 student responses expressing interest in the Center Theatre Group Cover letter and Resume Workshop. She is moving forward with Professor Benitz in order to schedule this event for the students of COPA. Has started to attend the Chapman Diversity Project People of Color Advisory group. She will be reaching out to Diversity/Cultural Spiritual/Religious student orgs to join as well iii. Attended the meeting with Eric Cameron this past Friday.

iii. Erin Mason: Is looking into what it might take to create a student organization website to keep students updated on meetings and events who might not want to be added to the mailing lists of so many different orgs.

iv. Jackie Palacios: Met with Eric Cameron in order to discuss the potential for new vegan/vegetarian/gluten free options and advertising on campus ii. Will be meeting with our director of PR in order to begin some sodexo positive advertising.

b. Community Outreach Committee

i. Maytal Sarafian: Chapman Dog Day, Contacted OC Resources to remind them about vendor agreement, Met with Office of Community Relations. Kosher Food; Met with Advisory Group on Spiritual Life and Secularism and discussed possible Kosher food options

ii. Alysa Buckler: Chapman Dog Day; Contacted Barks of Love to remind them about forms. Met with Office of Community Relations.

iii. Lisa Kang: Korean Language Courses Initiative; Drafted research collection and sent it to KSA member. Chapman Dog Day; Met with the Office of Community Relations, Contacted University of Program Board and discussed marketing materials, Picked up gift basket from Alumni Engagement.
d. Allocations Committee
   i. Alex Ballard: Conducting research into the career preparation/education centers of other universities in order to propose new programs/resources to the Career and Professional Development leadership team at our meeting on April 26th.
   ii. Matthew Ghan: Working with the school of communication advisory board on multiple projects.
   iii. Wil Harris: Working with Chapman EME to get them funding for their equipment. Also working with Vice President Tabsh to see if SafeRide can run on Sundays.
   iv. Tyler Brooks: This week I met with the VPHR Search Committee to discuss the final applicants and determine their fit after they have conducted their campus visit. Additionally, continuing to work with Senator De Pincho to create online ordering at Starbucks. We are meeting with Eric Cameron next week to discuss specific details. Last week met with Becky Schafer to voice student input on the revamped user interface for their website.
   v. Antonio De Pinho: Olga told me to get in contact with Eric Cameron about the Starbucks thing, he said he wanted to talk to me about options on it so I’m meeting with him early next week

e. Executive Council*check livestrea
   i. Mitchell Rosenberg: I went to the presidents forum and the President talked about mental health and SGA’s initiative
   ii. Elliot Gardner: Is working on the upcoming election that is next week.
   iii. Corey Synder: Will be discussing the budget later today.
   iv. Molly Weber: Is working on new branding for SGA.

f. Outside Committees

IV. New Business

a. Funding Request: NSLS
   i. Total Requested: $1528.97
   ii. NSLS strives to build leaders that shape the world by allowing members to discover the type of leader they are. We hope to cultivate an environment where members can grow as leaders as well as network and work with other individuals striving for the same goals. The National Society of Leadership and Success would like to request funding for a banquet to celebrate new members completing induction requirements and the accomplishments of all members throughout the semester. The purpose of this event is to recognize new members who have completed all induction requirements such as speaker broadcasts, new member meetings, and participation in society events. In addition, this banquet is for the already inducted members who have gone above and beyond by participating in events, community service, and have shown true leadership skills.
   iii. Motion to fund in full: Alex Ballard
      1. Second- Saba Amid
      2. Approve-9 Oppose-0 Abstain-2

b. Budget Discussion*check livestream!!!!!!!
   i. Corey Synder: Looking at the budget, there was an oversight with the Student organization fund, the student organization printer was allocated $5000 which was included in the total amount for the student organization
budget. So, last week, we only had $1000 in student organization fund which is not including the amount we reallocated last week. I propose that we move $2335.36 from our conference scholarship fund into student organization fund.

ii. Alexander Ballard: I think we should take that money from conference but I think we should also take the rest from unallocated funds and put into the student organization fund so that it’s above zero.

iii. Tyler Brooks: I think that it would be unfair to reallocate for one event and not the other. I think we should either reallocate a large amount or nothing at all to make the student organization fund above zero.

iv. Kayla Wiechert: Our purpose is to spend the money that we have because the point is to get the budgets as close to zero as possible. We want the money to be spent for the students. Anything unspent goes to the reserve fund.

v. Saba Amid: I agree with Kayla and I think we should reallocate the money Corey suggested.

vi. Sarah Tabsh: I agree as well because we aren’t saving money for the years to come. Our budget is renewed every year and our current funds should be spent on current students.

vii. Mitchell Rosenberg: I think in order to find middle ground, I suggest the following we pull from our existing budget and not the reserve: $300 from Capital, $500 from President’s fund, $1,000 from Public Relations, $750 from Elections, $2000 from Conference, $370.39 from Unallocated which comes to a total of $4,920.39. That leaves room to fund some more events as well as covering the events we already funded.

viii. Motion to move $300 from Capital, $500 from President’s fund, $1,000 from Public Relations, $750 from Elections, $2000 from Conference, $370.39 from Unallocated which comes to a total of $4,920.39 into Student Organizations Fund- Alex Ballard

1. Second- Jackie Palacios
2. Unanimous Approval

V. Open Forum

a. Mitchell Rosenberg: There are a couple things that I am looking into that students with socioeconomic need might be interested in. Possibly a rental program for cap and gowns and Food for Fines.

VI. Announcements

VII. Adjournment

a. Motion-Maytal Sarafian
b. Second-Jackie Palacios
c. Unanimous